
CSC 340 PROJECT 2 / HOMEWORK 3

DIJKSTRA’S SHORTEST PATHS ALGORITHM

DR. GODFREY MUGANDA

1. Introduction

This project is designed to help you to test and solidify your understanding of
Dijkstra’s shortest paths algorithm.

The input is a weighted digraph specified via an adjacency list contained in a file.
An adjacency list for a weighted digraph will be an array of linked lists of Wedge
objects:

/**

*

* @author gcm

* This class represents the final endpoint of a weighted edge.

* It records the weight of an edge and the final vertex of the edge

*/

public class Wedge

{

private float length;

private int endVertex;

public Wedge(float length, int endVertex)

{

this.length = length;

this.endVertex = endVertex;

}

public float getLength()

{

return length;

}

public int getEndVertex()

{

return endVertex;

}

public String toString()

{

return String.format("%s -> %d", length, endVertex);

}

}
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Note that a Wedge object consists of a float number that represents the weight
or length of the edge, plus an integer that represents the ending vertex of the
represented edge.

As an example, an adjacency list for the graph of Exercise 4.1 in the textbook will
look like this:

8

a 3 1 b 8 f 4 e

e 1 5 f

b 3 2 c 6 g 6 f

f 0

c 2 1 d 2 g

d 2 1 g 4 h

h 0

g 2 1 f 1 h

This is similar to the input format of an adjacency list that was used in the first
project. Here the first number n is an integer 8, showing that the graph has 8
vertices. The number n of vertices is followed by n sets of data, where each set of
data starts with an initial vertex v, followed by the outdegree δ of v, followed by
δ pairs of values, with each pair giving the weight an edge followed by the ending
vertex of that edge.

In this example, the vertex a has 3 outgoing edges with weights (lengths) 1, 8, and
4 respectively, to vertices b, f , and e.

This just means that the value fields in the Wedge objects are

(1, b), (8, f), (4, e).

2. Implementation

Your job is to implement Dijstra’s algorithm, following closely the pseudo code
given in class.

1. Start by modifying the Graph class of Project 1 so it works for weighted graphs.
Among other things, your adjacency list structure will now be an array of linked
lists of Wedge objects:

LinkedList<Wedge>[] adjList;

Test your Graph class by reading input from a file and printing both the number
and string representation of the adjacency list. The output should look like this:
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Is there another graph to process? (Y/N)y

Vertex name to integer map:

{a=0, b=1, c=4, d=6, e=3, f=2, g=5, h=7}

Vertex integer to string names map:

[a, b, f, e, c, g, d, h]

Adjacency list for the graph:

0 : [1.0 -> 1, 8.0 -> 2, 4.0 -> 3]

1 : [2.0 -> 4, 6.0 -> 5, 6.0 -> 2]

2 : []

3 : [5.0 -> 2]

4 : [1.0 -> 6, 2.0 -> 5]

5 : [1.0 -> 2, 1.0 -> 7]

6 : [1.0 -> 5, 4.0 -> 7]

7 : []

Adjacency list for the graph in string names form:

a : [1.0 -> b, 8.0 -> f, 4.0 -> e]

b : [2.0 -> c, 6.0 -> g, 6.0 -> f]

f : []

e : [5.0 -> f]

c : [1.0 -> d, 2.0 -> g]

g : [1.0 -> f, 1.0 -> h]

d : [1.0 -> g, 4.0 -> h]

h : []

2. Write a class

public class Dijkstra

{

public static void

findShortestPaths(

Graph g, int sourceVertex,

float [] dist, int [ ]pred

)

{

}

}

that has a single static method findShortestPaths(g, s, dist, pred) that takes
a graph object g, a source vertex s, and two arrays dist and pred. This method
will run Dijkstra’s algorithm starting at the given vertex s and set the entries of
the dist and pred arrays so they can be used by the caller to recover the shortest
paths and their lengths.

The caller will then use the pred and dist arrays to print the shortest paths.

3. Within the findShortestPaths() method, you will use arrays known[] and
fringe[] as in the pseudo code in lecture. To help us better understand how the
algorithm works, you will print the vertices in the fringe[] array, and the distances
to these vertices, at each iteration.

For the sample input graph, the output should look like this:
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Is there another graph to process? (Y/N)y

Vertex name to integer map:

{a=0, b=1, c=4, d=6, e=3, f=2, g=5, h=7}

Vertex integer to string names map:

[a, b, f, e, c, g, d, h]

Adjacency list for the graph:

0 : [1.0 -> 1, 8.0 -> 2, 4.0 -> 3]

1 : [2.0 -> 4, 6.0 -> 5, 6.0 -> 2]

2 : []

3 : [5.0 -> 2]

4 : [1.0 -> 6, 2.0 -> 5]

5 : [1.0 -> 2, 1.0 -> 7]

6 : [1.0 -> 5, 4.0 -> 7]

7 : []

Adjacency list for the graph in string names form:

a : [1.0 -> b, 8.0 -> f, 4.0 -> e]

b : [2.0 -> c, 6.0 -> g, 6.0 -> f]

f : []

e : [5.0 -> f]

c : [1.0 -> d, 2.0 -> g]

g : [1.0 -> f, 1.0 -> h]

d : [1.0 -> g, 4.0 -> h]

h : []

Enter a source vertex: a

Fringe list is [b, f, e]

Distances of fringe vertices are [1.0, 8.0, 4.0]

Newly brought in vertex is b

Distance to newly brought in vertex is 1.0

Fringe list is [f, e, c, g]

Distances of fringe vertices are [7.0, 4.0, 3.0, 7.0]

Newly brought in vertex is c

Distance to newly brought in vertex is 3.0

Fringe list is [f, e, g, d]

Distances of fringe vertices are [7.0, 4.0, 5.0, 4.0]

Newly brought in vertex is e

Distance to newly brought in vertex is 4.0

Fringe list is [f, g, d]

Distances of fringe vertices are [7.0, 5.0, 4.0]

Newly brought in vertex is d

Distance to newly brought in vertex is 4.0

Fringe list is [f, g, h]

Distances of fringe vertices are [7.0, 5.0, 8.0]

Newly brought in vertex is g

Distance to newly brought in vertex is 5.0

Fringe list is [f, h]

Distances of fringe vertices are [6.0, 6.0]

Newly brought in vertex is f

Distance to newly brought in vertex is 6.0

Fringe list is [h]

Distances of fringe vertices are [6.0]
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Newly brought in vertex is h

Distance to newly brought in vertex is 6.0

Fringe list is []

Distances of fringe vertices are []

Array of predecessors is [-1, 0, 5, 0, 1, 4, 4, 5]

Enter a destination vertex, blank line to quit: h

[a, b, c, g, h]

[0, 1, 4, 5, 7]

Enter a destination vertex, blank line to quit: f

[a, b, c, g, f]

[0, 1, 4, 5, 2]

Enter a destination vertex, blank line to quit:

BUILD SUCCESSFUL (total time: 1 minute 0 seconds)

3. Driver Code

Use the following driver code, which is very similar to the one from project 1:

public class CSC340Proj1

{

public static void main(String[] args) throws FileNotFoundException

{

Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in);

while (true)

{

System.out.print("Is there another graph to process? (Y/N)");

String response = sc.nextLine().toLowerCase();

if (response.charAt(0) != ’y’)

{

System.out.println("Goodbye");

System.exit(0);

}

// Pop up a file chooser and select a file containing graph data

JFileChooser chooser = new JFileChooser();

int result = chooser.showOpenDialog(null);

if (result != JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION)

{

System.out.println("No file selected.");

continue;

}

// Read the file and put a scanner on it

Scanner graphScanner = new Scanner(chooser.getSelectedFile());

Graph graph = new Graph(graphScanner);

System.out.println();

// Output the map of sring vertices to integers.

System.out.println("Vertex name to integer map:");

System.out.println(graph.vertexNameToNumberMap);
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// Output the map of integer vertices to strings.

System.out.println("Vertex integer to string names map:");

System.out.println(Arrays.toString(graph.vertexNames));

// Output the adjacency list in integer form

System.out.println("Adjacency list for the graph:");

graph.outputInt(System.out);

System.out.println();

// Output the adjacency list in string form

System.out.println("Adjacency list for the graph in string names form:");

graph.outputString(System.out);

int numberOfVertices = graph.getNumberOfVertices();

float [] dist = new float[numberOfVertices];

int [] pred = new int[numberOfVertices];

String source;

System.out.print("Enter a source vertex: ");

source = sc.nextLine();

int intSource = graph.getVertexNumber(source);

// get data for shortest paths from the source vertex

Dijkstra.findShortestPaths(graph, intSource, dist, pred);

System.out.println("Array of predecessors is " + Arrays.toString(pred));

while (true)

{

System.out.print("Enter a destination vertex, blank line to quit: ");

String dest = sc.nextLine();

if (dest.isEmpty())

{

System.exit(0);

}

int intDest = graph.getVertexNumber(dest);

List<Integer> path = getPathFromPred(pred, intDest);

System.out.println(graph.translate(path));

System.out.println(path);

}

}

}

static List<Integer> getPathFromPred(int [ ]pred, int dest)

{

LinkedList<Integer> path = new LinkedList<>();

path.addFirst(dest);

int v = pred[dest];

while (v != -1)

{
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path.addFirst(v);

v = pred[v];

}

return path;

}

}

4. Due Date

This is due Monday of Week 7 at midnight. Start working on it right away because
another homework will be given next week, before the due date of this one.


